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4 Common Mobile Home Title Issues (how to fix them!) By John Fedro (en) July 1, 2020 In almost every state, mobile homes and manufactured homes are passed from buyer to seller through a piece of state-issued paper called Mobile Home Title. Single houses have only one name. D...
The final guide to property taxes and deductions by Brandon Turner on February 8, 2019 When many talk about the different benefits of investing in real estate, they talk about property taxes and deductions. Why, you ask? Well, I have a good friend whom I would like to introduce ... 4 Key
Lessons Learned from investing in Paul Moore's mobile homes on May 1, 2020 Do you dare invest in mobile home parks? If not... Why not? Mobile home parks, a.k.a. housing-producing communities, are some of the most stable and profitable asset classes in America. And unlike the
cartoon... Upcoming Webinar How to Buy Your First, Second or Third Rental Property! Host: Brandon Turner Attending a Webinar Can't Do This Time? Sign up anyway and we'll send you a record! First deal! TheKey House Hack Posted in Completed Deal Diaries 1 Answer General
Question About Tampa Market Posted at Tampa Real Estate Forum 3 Answers Turnkey in Tennessee Posted in Buying and Selling Real Estate Discussion 3 Answers Mobile Home Flip (Cleaning Only) Published in Completed Transaction Diaries 0 Answers Personal Tax Issues, Posted in
tax, legal issues, contracts, Self-Directed IRA 1 answer 4 Common questions John Phaedro (en) July 1, 2020 In almost every state, mobile homes and manufactured homes are transferred from buyer to seller through a piece of state edition of the paper called Mobile Home Title. Single
houses have only one name. D... 7 ways to invest in mobile homes with less than $25,000 John Fedro (en) January 22, 2017 It is hard to believe that the number one reason that property investors start buying/selling used mobile homes is not glamour and prestige. Many real estate
investors are starting to buy, holding ... BiggerPockets Money Podcast 147: Pursuing financial independence on her own terms with Kathleen Hutchins Episode 147 on October 19, 2020, Kathleen Hutchins grew up in Hawaii. She came to the mainland for college, but Hawaii continued to
call her name, so she came home. Hawaii is an expensive place to live, and Kathleen knew... BiggerPockets Business Podcast 78: Building and Scaling Massive Real Estate Business with Nathan Brooks Episode 78 (En) October 20, 2020 We have a special episode for all of you real estate
investors this week. But, even if you're not a real estate investor, you're going to get TON great tips from this show! Nathan Rookie Podcast 34: School Teacher Making $72,000 a Year in Cashflow with Amy Barber Episode 34 (en) October 21, 2020 What do you get when you combine
Dave Ramsey's leanness with aggressive job search tactics? You get Amy Barber and her fiance, Jay - and their $6,000 monthly cash flow to rural Iowans. ... According to Patricia AmendWhen the business is getting sour, the natural inclination is to protect their market position. Most
companies struggle to save money, even by developing new products. But the downturn may, in fact, be time to focus on product development, as Dallas-based Interphase Corp. has discovered. Until early 1985, when demand for 16-bit microcomputers suddenly declined, demand for 16-bit
microcomputers in the industry increased significantly. Many of the company's competitors responded by cutting costs. However, the interphase increased research and development spending from about $700,000 to more than $1 million and invested about $500,000 in the production
program. Expenses did not help the 1985 profit, which fell by more than 60% compared to the previous year. But they allowed Interphase to beat other companies to market with a new line of products for 32-bit computers. Sales of new products now account for half of the company's
revenue. If you have a hunch about where things are going, Interphase President Michael E. Cope advises, you better make a move. Otherwise, you will be forced to play catch-up. And if a business is something like ours, it takes a year to develop a product. It's not too late! Watch Michael
Strahan, Diamond John, and Mark Cuban, and watch the session you missed on VOD... Declare your free pass at this week's Inc. 5000 Vision Conference on Oct. Get your free pass right now. Investopedia uses cookies to provide you with a great user experience. Using Investopedia, you
accept our use of cookies. 1. TOFS: FX101 - Course Introduction: You are interested in far extremes. Do you want to become a successful forex trader? Then welcome to FedEx Mark. It's an induction course on fire. Ex training for full starts in their grades. The path will reveal the forex

foundations of Technical Analysis, Fundamental Analysis. Not only will you learn the working strategies that will give you an itch in the forex market, but I will also show you how to make money. Examples of Forex Live with a man. And on top of that, all our tutorials can be viewed from your
laptop, tablet or even your mobile device. So don't wait. Sign up today and kickstart your father's. 2. 1: What is Forex: A good day and welcome to online forex school. My name is here, Kyusius, and I will be or contributed to today's agenda, we will look at what the acoustics are for. It is just
an acronym for a word with the term foreign exchange also called Ethics for Brevity. Basically, this means that you will have to exchange from one currency to another. Some of the bought trade if we look at the U.S. dollars or which is the currency of being. If I am a South African citizen and
I am on my way to the United States to visit Las Las it would mean that I'm in a position from South African. It ends in order for me to spend money in the United States. I need to buy U.S. dollars. It would just mean that I would have to exchange my reins for the US dollar by doing so. I'm
just selling my friends and I'm buying a dollar now. If you buy a dollar, you can also look at the deal as if I'm investing in the United States economy. By investing in the Economy of the United States, I can now expect that the United States economy will grow stronger and the dollar will grow
value Once the dollar has risen in value, I can now sell my dollar back to the ends and then I like more of a prophet. So let me put this in hindsight if the U.S. dollar exchange rate is 13 rand to the dollar and I have to exchange hands for the dollar. For every dollar I buy. I have to pay 13
friends. So let's sound over the United States. I have a ball of time and a month later it's time for me to go home. During the month, the exchange, they changed, and U.S. dollars are exchanged. It now stands at 15 bands to the dollar. This means that the dollar has risen in value. And for
every dollar I've seen, I'll know to get 15, then 10, making a tour and making a profit on every dollar I bought every dollar I have in my position. So I hope that makes sense. The product is the largest market in the world, with more than $4 trillion exchanging hands on a daily basis. This value
may now be out of date. But it's easy to give you an estimate of how much money your hands have exchanged hands on the forex market on a daily basis. So I hope you enjoy this induction. Thank you guys, but by 3. 2: Major Currencies: Hello Traders, as you know my name is zahir. And
today we will look at the major currencies. Now that we discuss currencies, currencies are always abbreviated by three ladies. Now, the 1st 2nd last applies to the country and is held back later by the meaning of the currency. Now the currency salary is often called a symbol. So if we look at
USD, you know JP, why GBP ch, if the kid will be running out he d all these pays on major currency pays now. As you can see with the USD, the first 2 letters reflect the country, and the third letter represents the currency that is the dollar. And in these nicknames that we have for these
currencies in this case, the dollar is back. When we look at the euro, you know, applies to all members of the eurozone currently members of the eurozone will be France, Italy, Germany, those countries in the eurozone all stick to the single currency that is the euro. And in the forex market it
is called fiber. Then we have JP Why, which represents Jeff Wang and their currencies. The yen and the nickname of the yen as well. Then we have GDP that applies to the UK, they have the pound and their currency. Nickname Cable Ch. If you and they have Frank, nicknamed Swizz E.
Now that you say Switzerland is Frank, we often put aside like the Swiss franc. See the case of your first Canada and they also have a dollar and then a nickname of a lunatic. Then we have U D, which is for Australia. They also have the dollar and their currency. Nicknamed Ozzy, last but
not least and be the first in New zealand, and it's dollar currency and TV nickname. So, as you can see, the US dollar, the euro, the Japanese yen, the big British pound, the Swiss fring, the Canadian dollar, the Australian dollar, the New York dollar. These are the main currency pairs now.
As we go along, we learn more about pops, and that's where the major currency pays will have the least number of pips. When we look at these currencies peas. The reason for this is that when you pay major currency pairs, such as the euro USD, it is often a traded currency. The pain of
the hand book is that George Brock will always be the smaller number 4. 3: Understand the shoulder: hello traders. It's heli again, and in this segment we want to cover the levers. So what? It is a living lever similar to borrowing from a bank. In this case, you are worried about funds from the
broker for greater exposure to the market. This means that you do not pay any interest on the lever I give up the level. This allows people with small accounts to take advantage of the market by controlling large size contracts. Now liveried sizes will ever be me from broker to broker. But
some of the total sizes of livery will be fifties foot from 100 years to 11 years to 1000 years to one, and I've seen some brokers even going up to 2000 years to one now keep in mind. The more your you live its size, the more risk you take when trading small. You use size, the less rescue to
take in trading. So it's a little fan. Well, whenever you size livery is extremely large, you can get a great exposure in the market. Yes, your risk will be greater, but they will be even greater. If the size of the workforce is small, the rest will be minimal and the remuneration may also be minimal.
So if we think if we put ourselves in this in audio where we earn a salary every month, but we would like to buy real estate and we do not have the funds in liquid capital to buy real estate, we then have to borrow from the bank to buy the property. Same copy. With a broker. We have to use
the broker in order to capitalize on the market and took out a huge contract size so that we can be more profitable. The speed of the shootout will be successful. However, it was not successful. We run the risk of losing money in the market, so an example of leverage would be if you have
leverage from 100 years to one with an account balance or $5000. But you want to make a deal. Size from $100,000 your broker will fork out for an additional cast cast You put a $1,000 service into means you have $5,000 in your account. Your leverage is 100 eastern, but you want to pull
the trade at a cost of 100,000. Now this amount is not off on your account, so the broker will help, provided that you put the security at the rate of $1,000, which will now become your margin. Thus, in the case of a winning trade, a lucrative winning will be added to your balance sheet. This
means that if you made a $3,000 profit, your balance will now be 8,000 in your account. However, in the event of a loss, the balance will be deducted, but not the full 100,000. So if you put security away from $1,000 with a stop-loss marking that $1,000 should get you, then you will be left
with a balance account of $4,000. So I hope that makes sense. But what we will do is we will go more into the drop and detail with the levers when we get you intermediate and advanced segments under risk management. Remember that risk management is very important in Forex trading.
If you can't manage your risk, you won't be able to manage your account, so managing the rest is a key component. Your acoustics succeed. So I hope you enjoyed it. Guys, 5. 4: Forex Trading Sessions: Hello there. And welcome back to this addition with online forex school. In this
segment, we want to cover more deadlines now with just a few hints and tips. It is very important that you know what time zone you are in now, just like I am from south Africa. So the time zone that I'm in this G empty glass too. So this example will be explained based on GMT plus two, but
also you and a great site where you can really get all this information in your time zone. So let's get started. So, for starters, the forex market is a 24-hour mark. This means that the market is open 24 hours a day. Currencies are traded at any time of the weekend with it on a weakened
currency exchange. Hands with this someone going abroad over the weekend needs to be converted from one currency to another exchange. The main citizens of forex will be the union doing the New York trade session, the Tokyo Trading Station put Frankfurt and finally we have London
often called London City, now in South Africa, but will open at 11pm often and it will run until 7am the next day, so that means we have to live at 11pm in south Africa. This means the forex market for the Australian Australian station products market is as it starts now, followed by Tokyo
Station, which opens at 1am. Morning and runs at 9am. The same day. Our friend for Titian starts at 8 a.m. Morning and ends at 1600 bpm, often during the same day. Our London Station you go brunch from 9am to 5pm same day. Finally, we will have our New York session, which will last
from 2 p.m. in the afternoon to 10 p.m. The same day. Now if you're forex forex You can decide which session you would like to trade. The witch session is based in trading with which the currency pays and you can build your strategy around certain timeframes in the market. You can avoid
certain sessions on the market. Now the forex market only comes to life in South Africa on Sunday night at even PM, and it closes on a Friday night that think the South African did now, if you're not inside Africa, you need to adjust your time accordingly, and I'll show you a great site that you
have that you can actually use. So without further Julie I just show you show you the site that I had in mind. So the website itself, as you can see, the web page will be the acoustics of the point time zone converter dot com And once you have this address in the search bar, it will take you to
this web page of you. Now you need to change the time zone. So if you are in Europe London, you will change it to London. In my case, I'm in Africa, Johannesburg, and now he'll show me the stuff of market time. Thus, it points to the center of the forex market. So Frankfurt, London, New
York, Sydney, Tokyo and the time zone, you know London is also Europe. New York will be America. Sydney will be Australia and Asia with the Asian station going to Tokyo. He will say that he will stay exactly what time the market opens and at what time the market will close. Because we
can see Frankfurt. We have two minutes for four. Beat it so Frankfurt just closed for an hour we have to see the London station closing and then we'd only have the New York system running tonight at 11pm. We should see the Sydney Open and run the next day and close at seven in the
next morning. So what you just need to do is if you're in New York, you just pick Up New York and scroll down until you see forex being passed by Burda. And now your London station will close at 11 a.m. Stay name now in New York. So what I'm worried about am is when London Station
closes and at 4pm Natural at New York Station were closed if I was in the neighborhood. So I hope you enjoy it, guys, and one of the best going in two years to 6. 5: Execution of market orders: hello traders. And welcome back to this addition from the online part of the school. As you know,
my name is here and today we will look at fulfilling market orders. Now that we've been discussing the market boundaries, it would be like you would basically be exiting the market and these are different orders that you can use to tow the way out of the market. Some are market executions,
my cell-stopping elements are bounds, the south stops losing the back. Stop the loss are those owners that we have at our disposal when we use meditative not instantly updated on the market in the current market conditions. This means that basically if you sit in front of your laptop and
you have a meditate meditate the platform is open, you look at the market. You are busy with technical analysis and see the opportunity to buy. If you perform a market performance, it will be the price you get in there. So if you do later, you look at your U.S. dollar and you see that price of
1,256 to the dollar and you want to buy that will be the price you get in. However, some orders may experience some delays. Now it is only because of excessive volatility in the market. What can create volatility in the morning? This usually depends on fundamental events, and the market at
the time from the entrance can our experience of volatility that have been in Greek warts from the broker, which means that we often experience where your spreads become wider due to financing to limit you to fundamental events. What is the spirit we have also seen in the future?
However, the spread is basically your charge that the broker charges for trading, and this is usually calculated in groups. So the different types of orders that we have the term with a lack of attention refers to how you are in tow to exit the market now. When we discussed the market order of
execution. This is basically an instant entry into the market when the order is made immediately after the current market price. So what do you see on the screen price that's where you get it on the blood from spies? No stop lost water. This should be attached to order. If you are technically
trading the market, it doesn't matter what the strategy is about. We have to deal with it. There's no strategy with a 100% winning streak, so stop-loss will be. Leave your trade to prevent further losses. Now, if you have a predetermined path, would like to get on with always so order. You
should also pre-plan where you would like to get out of this bio sal order, if the market goes against you, and that takes a level of maturity when it comes to far explaining, you should be able to say this is where I would enter mine myself. Here I would like to exit the market if the market turns
against me and it takes a huge level of maturity. So it's pre-planned, and it's related to your bio-order for sale. Now, this is very important because it is part of your s management. Rest management. Trading in the Forex market is a key ingredient. You can many you risk Well, well, the
beauty of the water. Let's look at the stops selling things Element and Salam. So stay fine. Your first is biased in yourself. Now if we look at the stop here, it basically means buy It's This. above the market price and you expect the price will continue to go in the same direction. So if this is the
current price we have more yes and I see that this market will not go in an upward position, I can now place at a stop at this particular price. So if the market price move higher and the triggers of the Buddha mine, I expected that the process would continue to go into the ascending static
stop itself to be the opposite of biased in this scenario. Now, your order is east of the place below the market price and you expect the price to continue to go in a downward direction. So if you have a parent market price of the year, let me market now and you see that this market has been
so turned off, now you can place the south toppled. Yes, in anticipation that the class will move down, trigger your entrance and hopefully keep going in the coming relationship with. So why do you want to use it biased in the South? Stop. I mean, if you've analyzed and you've noticed that
the market is going up with, the market should go down from you. Why should I use biased with sell things now? Buy things and southern stuff is a safer way to get in. Then you'll say, you know what? I have more reason to believe the bash will continue to go in an upward direction, right?
This price is for you, some love for the southern stop. You have more reason to believe that the price will continue to go down. Understood that level there. One. So our limit in three orders is our limit and our solemn. Now these orders are placed in advance. So it has to be pre-planned leak
time to be analyzed on the spot to give you a reason to put on a limit with Solomon in order. So your limit that will buy order is moved below the market price, and what you hope slash will go up as soon as it hits your name please. So the current market prices are over the course of the year
and we hope that the brash will go down. Triger, our pilot, I mean, is moving in the opposite direction. Batik. So you have to be level on the support from this should be the level of support that you expected. The price will heat the supporting liver and continue to return to the police direction.
Back off of the item. This order is above the market price and you hope or anticipate on the flash will continue to go down from the bed. So if we have the current market price of the year, that's where the market is now, we can't determine that from our technical analysis, Flash will turn
around at that level here, so wait for the place to get to that area of the neighborhood or that price, and then hopefully the three gives our southern stop and continues in the opposite direction not number in orders and stay in three orders or very useful and good, especially if you don't have
enough time to always sit in front of a laptop laptop Watch the market price as it happens at a level that we actually want inter from. So if you're heading, so if you need to be somewhere, you can tell a bunch of salomon amounts, and it will cause your injury way in advance, even if you're not
around. But remember, the man market price you need to get to the entrance that you set for your shifting top of the south or violent your Salomon. Now the fundamental strategy that I will demonstrate to you guys is going forward, you won't need to know how to use your unstoppable
yourself. Then we have a back stoppage loss, no back stoppage loss. This is the type of boundary that best suits when the market moves in your favor. So you are placed in India buying Stop with a south stop made a market performance, but the prices are now a while in advance in your
favor and you are in profit with your trading with you selling or buying back stoppage losses can be attached to your trade, which will move with the market or price fluctuations. So if prices go your way for your scent, you can attach the back of the loss stop and it will block the profit for you
as it goes your way in your favor. So if we look at, for example, all of us Japanese now you have taken a short position with this sell order and the price at 90 points is pretty, then to the dollar. Your stop-loss order is at 91 to the dollar. So that means you have a difference of 0.20 and it will be
20. For what you're watching. Stop now also sit 20 puppies. So it market to move to 90.50 then you back stop with a thematic move to profit and lock in profits automatically. So that means your tail stop you knew tailing things will now be at 7:70 p.m. It will be constantly over the price of the
talent market with 20 puppies, so if the market changes and three gives you a back stop will take your trade off the market. But it will trade with profits that you are locked in from trading things. So the back stoppage loss is constantly trailed. The market is dad's amount you saw. So I really
hope you enjoy this one. Guys. I hope to see you in the next tutorial anyway at 7. 6: How to read the Forex quote: hello there. And welcome back. As you know, my name is here in the investigation. We're going to learn how to read a forex quote now thought X quotes are always quoted in
the bays. So it doesn't matter what currency it will always be quoted in pays. For example, US dollars us all Japanese yen even, you know, USD. Now the reason for paying currency pays is to set the exchange rate on how much it will cost to buy one currency compared to selling another
currency. So let's look at the example of us dollar king. Such in this case, the U.S. dollar is my base currency and the king is my currency quotes, so $1 will cost me 15 thousand. So we have to remember that the first currency to the left of less our base currency. In this example, it's the
dollar and the second currency on the right. Off forward less than our currency quotes. In this example, it will cost us 15 then. So that totally means that for one U.S. dollar, I have to pay 15 9 when we think of the basic guarantee, and if we suspect that the base currency will get value, we
take the order. So if we suspect that U.S. dollars will go up in an uptrend, then we then take an order to buy, which we now have a suspicion of. The basic currency that is the dollar will get the value of someone to invest in this economy. We would not have made a sales order if we thought
that the basic currency, namely the dollar, would lose value. So if you have a suspicion that the U.S. dollar will lose its value, now you can take the southern order in the hope that the dollar is losing value. The opposite is also true when we think from the court of currency. If you understand
and if you suspect that the currency quote, which in this case is the king, we will get the value to become strong in price. You would then take a southern position because it would cost you less than a king to buy $1. And if you suspect that currency quotes will lose value, you would take a
stand because it would cost you more. The quote to buy the base currency now was very important when it comes to your currency pair is that the first currency paid to raise your base currency and your base currency will always be equal to one. So $1 will always cost $1. But then, if we
look at the second currency immediately food slash, which is our currency quotes, a good currency will basically mean how much we need to pay off currency quotes to buy one from the base currency. So to put that into perspective, a gallon of flour will have some value. The amount from
Moke will not change, but the price we have to pay for this amount of money. This gallon from the book, which is one that has changed similar to the fuel leader from Pittle will cost you x amount. The number of leaders will change because it will always be how much one leader will cost you.
But the price you have to pay for this one leader can change you the demand supply accepted. So when we think of our currency pairs remember one from the base equals X from the amount of currency and and at the beginning of the month the quotas and quotes amount will give us our
exchange rate. So if the underlying currency is going to get value, we take the position. And if the seat guarantee loses value, we will take a position to sell. Back. If the currency quote is going to get value, we take a selling position. And if the current quotes lose value, we take a position. It
just means that if your base is going to get, the value of the market. But I have to go up. If base is going to lose value, the market price has to go down because you have to pay less from the quotes for one of the If the base currency gains value, you should pay more quotes for one of the
base. Now, if the currency quote is going to get value, we take a sales position. Now it will cost less from the court to buy one from the base, and if the currency quotes are going to lose value, you take a bite position because now it will cost us more from the quotes to buy one from the
base. So this is your far X quote guys, it's always in the world. The right with forwards less will be your base currency, which is equivalent to one. So I didn't take down your forwards. Less is your base currency, and that's equivalent to one. The second currency that is on the left side, to the
right, from your currency pay your currency quotes. And this guarantee is your exchange rate. How much do you need to pay off the quote to buy one from the base. So I hope you enjoy this guys and help. It was really insightful. Thank you. 8. 7: long vs short bet and ask the price: hello
there and welcome back. As you know, my name is here, and in this tutorial we're going to discuss. But the US Price now also clarify what they long mean in the forex market as well as short-term. No going long or taking long positions in the Forex market to basically buy the market and
being short or going short or holding a short market position means you are selling in the market. But be the first. You can determine whether to go long or short in a particular market. First you need to determine whether you want to buy or so that particular market if you bought. If you plan
to buy a certain market, it means that you are going long or you are taking long positions. If you sell the market, it means that you are going short well that you are taking a short position in the market now, but in fear of spices. But in August prices. The price that you will be quoted from your
forex quote and it will always be quoted in to prices. But the price and/or spies, bird price is the market price that the broker allows you to sell the market away. So you'll go short on the price of the bird. The price to ask the market price that the broker allows to buy will go long at a particular
mark. The difference between the price of a bird and the price of gas is often referred to as a spread. The spread of the broken George, which is the result with the difference between the price of the bird and the spies. Now your spread is always measured in books. So your spirit is the fee
you will pay the broker to trade in the forex market in the books, for example, if we look at us dollars if you ask for a price for U.S. dollars or 15 thousand, and but the price for U.S. dollars or 14 rand 90, then the spread for us dollars remain a sense. So that means you'll pay 10 cents for
every trade you put on us dollars. Pain as it's the difference between the price of blood in the ass And that's it. George, that broken charge now you remember to ask the price to be 15, then this is the amount you will buy or will be long. The bird price that is 14th 1990 is the amount or price
you will sell off. We're in a short position. So I hope you enjoyed it and I hope I cleaned it up as much as possible. 9. 8: Pips and Pipettes: hello there. And welcome to this addition from online to school. In today's theme, we will discuss props and dolls so kindly pay a lot of attention to props
and dolls as it is very, very important. The place, or the basis of your forex career with in parks and puppets, because we need to know how to calculate them, how to identify them and for the strategy that you guys get at the end of school. It is very important that you have chocolate books
from the word to go. So first of all, a little math is required. You don't have to be a mathematician to figure out the props. Well, you should be able to do this, it's a identify, perhaps, and in from the ad was the subject we need. So, first of all, what the hell? We got him. Now I pop is a measure
unit to express the change in value between the two currencies. It's already frozen. The book is a unit of measurement to express the train in price between the two currencies. On the other hand, a puppet is a dent in a book. So it's a smaller expression from the changing meaning. The
Pope is the decimal place of your quote. Well, your currency quotes are very important. Dad's feet are a decimal place from quotes in your currency quotes. Prepared, however, is the first decimal place with some of the brokers now without exception, you know Yin peas. The book will
become the second decimal point, and the puppet will become the third decimal point. It is very important to remember that all our currency pays the feet of the decimal point will be the book and the second decimal point. You know, young peas, but so some brokers I find 1/5 decimal point
and some brokers don't find the first decimal point similar to the yen pays. If your broker allocates 1/5 of the decimal point in currency pairs such as EUR, USD, GBP, USD, then at your yen rate, they will find 1/3 decimal point to identify or highlight the puppet. Now if we look at the euro USD,
well, so it's, you know, ust African. You see, that makes sense. And in 12345 so we have five decimals. It's right after the point so the broker is now so shell puppet as well. So if the market where it goes from $12,500 to $1.22 5 10 the market has now moved one foot higher. So how did this
happen? If we look at our decimal point of the year and see that the foot figure after the decimal point has changed, now it has changed with one book, well. Similarly we see that the lost two digits after the point has changed, and it Sting. Nwo Nwo puppet tent books, so the market would
have moved one foot higher. We can say that the market has risen 10 dolls higher. So let's look at another example where the euro USD moves from $1 point when it makes 500 to $1.22,501 and that lost change in the last digit was a puppet movement, a very, very small movement of
increments. And he went for one book a little higher. Yes, so let's take a look at our GNP in U.S. dollars of the Japanese yen. Thus, the yen moved from 113.500 to 113.550. So let's first determine after the point. Our second decimal is our pop music. So after the point, the second decimal
rose from five. And that's five books to move over and after the decimal point, the last three digits. Remember that the third decimal is our puppet, and as we can see, the decimal has changed from 50. So 50 perps sorry, 50 dolls equals five books. So let's look at the puppet movement in
this case again. U.S. dollars the Japanese yen had unis moved from 113,500 to 2113 to win 55 And that in itself is a five-puppet movement because it lost a decimal point with a third decimal figure after the point moved higher by five. So it's even less increments of movement from changing
values in place. Okay, so I'm going to sell you a technique that I personally use in my daily trade when calculating books and how easy it is to determine from my puppies and how much I need to add for my stoppage loss on how much I need to deduct from my pig profits taken other than
them. Now, the first and most important thing I do is I dropped the point. I forget that the point exists, and I forget that the lost decimal point exists. If there are five decimal points, I would read the number in the whole number, which will be 12,000 250 now. If the market increases with pity,
perhaps it will be 12000 200 and 80. Ok. If the market decreases from 50 pumps, this number will be 12220. So I hope that makes sense. Now let's adjust the stakes a little bit. If the market moves up from 250 points, so it moves higher with 250 SS, that would mean that my price would be
12,000 500. So when I calculate the number, it will be one do 500 point. If the market moves below with 100 points, the figures should read 12150. So I hope that makes sense. And I hope you could see this through my explanation there. But if you require a more detailed explanation. Feel
free to email me if we look at our pain yon. In this case, I'm doing the same thing. I dropped a point and I fell lost or third dissembling again. Be the number should read 11350. So it's pretty easy for me to add or subtract the whole number. So if the market moves higher with 100 pumps, it
would be 11450. So if I want to calculate that in price, it would double 14.50 if the market was reduced with 300 pumps, the new one did. The new figure would take twice as much as 10.50 had the price now to be 11,000 11,000 50. So I hope that makes a lot of sense. And I hope using this
methodology when calculating yours, it is possible that you will have an easy task at hand in the future when you need to calculate perps. So I really hope you enjoy this one. Thank you guys, but by 10. 9: Market Analysis Types: High Status and Welcome to This Edition from online forex
schools today. Stop This is three different types from market analysis that we find in the product market, so to name three will be technical analysis, fundamental analysis and sentimental analysis. So what is technical analysis? Really? Technical analysis is the basis in which traders studied
the movement of the market price. This means that you analyze George from the p currency and you look at the market behavior. And from your technical point of view, you can make an informed decision about whether you want to buy or sell in that particular market. Now, technical
analysis involves from many inter-frameworks. This can be a use from the indicators it can. It may be bare for X training, but it basically comes down to an analysis done on chart off s. You can decide whether you would like to buy in this particular market or if you would like to sell in that
particular market. So remember that you can either go long or you can go short inn on the market. Most on your technical analysis. Now, fundamental analysis is a way to look at the market by analyzing economic perspectives, social factors, and political forces that can affect supply and
demand from that particular asset currency. Thus, this will take into account the unemployment rate, interest rates, taking into account the high CPI, which it is primarily for consumer goods inflation and looking at the fundamental aspects that can affect the market. Fundamental analysis can
also depend on natural disasters, hurricanes and floods. All of these factors may play a role in the supply and demand of an asset. Thus, the fundamental analysis lies in the analysis of the market at the financial level. And I think the mental point of view is it looks at the market and the
understanding is that in order for them to get value in the currency, they need to increase the interest rate or they need to lower inflation. And there are many factors that can go into fundamental analysis. And then finally a sentimental analysis as you traders sit where you all me, that's what
it offers at home. You have your personal feelings from this particular market, so the trader has. He has our own opinion on why the market acts the way it does, and this is often expressed by the position of the day s. Nwo. A bullet on a train. And you can also line up that new ones have to
affect the market to make sure works in a bullish trend. And from sentimental analysis, you honestly feel that market prices know and from you anticipate that the price should go higher. And if all those three stars are aligned, you might have a really good trade at hand. But we have to
distinguish between what technical analysis is. What is a fundamental analysis of what sentimental analysis is? Remember that moods usually surround themselves with whole numbers and round numbers, because there will be a lot of feelings around these numbers. Fundamental
analysis. Looking at political forces, economic events and social evenings and technical analysis is a clean base off, using your understanding and market analysis and creating a prediction as to where the market might go in the near future. So I hope you enjoyed it. And I hope we move on
to the next six and or segment of our preparation for you guys. But why forex hedging strategy pdf. forex hedging strategy guaranteed profit. forex hedging strategy example. forex hedging strategy ea. forex hedging strategy protection against losses. forex hedging strategy guaranteed profit
pdf. forex hedging strategy always in profit. forex hedging strategy forex factory
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